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Abstract
Instigating a New Paradigm - Creative Transitions to 

Sustainable Futures across all the Well-Beings

In three evenings, we will explore joined-up approaches to economy, society, place-
making, kaitiakitanga, best ecological practice, and how to inspire society and culture 
on this fragile planet to change course. Should be easy! We will interrogate the latest 
insights on global trajectories and emerging crises, structured around the standard 
‘well-beings’, then conduct a visioning exercise addressing the need for radical 
solutions, their shape and implications. The focus will shift to defining and designing 
practical transitions from BAU to soft-landings onto a sustainable future. We will 
critically explore ideas that are evidence-based, life-affirming, reality-checked and 
within the comfort zone of real people - across cultures, religions, ethnicities, and 
personalities. A big ask? And we can only make a start, but this and follow-up 
discussion will direct and refine research questions around trends, consequences, 
sustainable needs, optimal design and acceptability of change. The precautionary 
principle and the need for urgent change suggests global society needs to have a Plan 
B ready for when near future governments desperately ask ‘what can we do’? Our 
method will be interactive – using techniques of collaborative learning and co-
creation of solutions to wicked problems; we will acknowledge and employ existing 
groups and initiatives in the city and around the world (not start from scratch). We will 

work the crowd to get your input. Our objective here in Ōtautahi-Aotearoa is to be a

beacon that shines through the gloom.



Creative Transitions to Sustainable Futures
across all the well-beings

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

• Your hosts tonight (tangata whenua, CWEA, ecologists, soil scientists, 
engineer, sociologists, economist, systems specialists and you; many from Manaaki 
Whenua)

• Setting the scene generally
• Course Framework

• Personal Introductions – background, interests, what you hope 
to get from course (1 minute – yeah right ☺)

• Introduction to the topic of the night
• Facilitated discussions around goals/visions  (Nick Kirk)
• Facilitated discussion around transitions & step designs



Framework for CWEA Evening Class
3 nights with food for body & soul

6 Bottom Lines/Pillars of Sustainability/Well-beings
• Ecology/Eco-sphere (14th)

– Physical environment (role in health)
– Biodiversity (role in place-making)

• Sociology/Socio-sphere (17th)
– Psycho-Socio-Political dynamics & Governance
– Cultural dimensions

• Economics/Econo-sphere (21st)
– Conventional BAU accounting
– Steady State Equity

NB The three pdfs available to download from this web link 
represent the 3 themes (above), introduction to the evening, 
presentations, and feedback summaries from discussions. The 
overall personal feedback from a third of registrations is presented 
on last pages of 3rd pdf. 
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Structure/Format for WEA Course 
each night

• Introduction to the night’s topic (CDM, invited catalysts, participants)
• Brief Review: State of World Knowledge & Thinking on one each of 3 

broad topics per night; excerpts from ‘Looming Disasters’ 
• Visioning - moving to optimism, hope, empowerment ☺

• Facilitated discussion on what people would like to see/achieve in their life time; 
by end of century, end of next century – goal setting

• Define likely/necessary soft landing points

• Backcasting – designing the stepping stones from BAU to the vision, 
softly landing
• Facilitated discussion on what is needed & how to transition (everyone -

regardless of beliefs/personality/history) along a sustainable/acceptable 
trajectory towards those goals – what change can society cope with & under 
what circumstances – with reality checking.

• What this means/requires economically (equity), psycho-socially, 
culturally, governance-wise, ecologically
• For CHCH, NZ, World (does CHCH have a role?)

• Identify unknowns/gaps to inform Research opportunities/proposals
• designing transitions to fit real people’s comfort zone & if there is interest to 

view it as
• a stepping stone to further discussions – building a new manifesto/consensus.



Peak oil, peak cow, peak potable 
water, peak arable land, peak money
peak happiness !!??

• Massive literature on state & trend of 
planet

• Good news stories but trajectories 
stay the same?

• Can we devise a soft-landing thru 
Interim milestones/‘landing points’?

• Resounding YES please!
• Research Questions?
• Reinvent CHCH as innovation centre

– integrated hub of higher learning
– Embracing joined-up diversity & 

complexity

WHERE WE 
ARE AT!



The way forward
Transition to a life-affirming global culture

Bring Uncomfortable Truths into Mainstream

Rather (precautionary principle) …
do we have answers good-to-go if the manure hits the fan ?

The Earth is vast; it is our Home
The Great Transition Initiative - www.InspiringTransition.net

http://www.inspiringtransition.net/


Note the Hierarchy of 
Nested Spheres for 
Strong Sustainability

Definition of Strong 
Sustainability From Sustainable 

Aotearoa NZ (SANZ) Living within earth 
limits  http://www.earthslimits.org/

http://www.earthslimits.org/


Definition of Strong Sustainability From Sustainable Aotearoa NZ (SANZ) 

Living within http://www.earthslimits.org/

http://www.earthslimits.org/




1 Ecology – environment & biodiversity

• Fundamental ecological/science principles – evidence base in post-
truth era!

• John Scott & Thomas Caspari (soil scientists)
• Jean Cocteau “Art is Science made clear”
• Science advocacy vs objectivity (expert only when asked – when a 

crisis!? Foote, Krogman & Spence 2009)
– Consequences of not acting or telling how it is or what we know or predict, 

in time; legit role of whistle blower!

• Massy – industrial to regenerative agriculture (Gwen Grelet)
• Population – carrying capacity (Thomas)!!! Elephants in the room –

cross-cultural, cross-religion & cross-personality resolutions
• What this says about immigration versus solving problems at home
• Technical solutions result in complacency about exponential growth

– Nature abhors a vacuum



The Enormity of Life 
Diversity & the 
Minutity of 
Humanity, But …



BUT



Everything 
Connected



Planetary boundaries 
according to 
Rockström et al. 
2009[1] and Steffen et 
al. 2015.[2] The green 
areas represent 
human activities that 
are within safe 
margins, the yellow 
areas represent 
human activities that 
may or may not have 
exceeded safe 
margins, the red 
areas represent 
human activities that 
have exceeded safe 
margins, and the gray 
areas with red 
question marks 
represent human 
activities for which 
safe margins have 
not yet been 
determined.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planetary_boundaries#cite_note-Rockström_2009-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planetary_boundaries#cite_note-SteffenEtAl2015-2


New Zealand



See other looming crises & ‘uplifting’ 
material in the appendix below

• Ocean acidification

• Over-fishing & plastics

• Climate mayhem, fires, floods, hurricanes, …

• Industrial toxins in food chain

• The 6th great extinction

• Pandemics

• Etc.

• Harvey Locke’s organisation: Nature Needs Half

https://natureneedshalf.org/






Thomas Caspari & John Scott

The role & importance of soil 
to our long-term well-being



Soil functions = the role(s) of soils

source: FAO, http://www.fao.org/soils-2015/en

http://www.fao.org/soils-2015/en


Soil functions & ecosystem services
The benefits we derive of soil functions are often called “soil ecosystem services”:

All land-based ecosystems rely on “soil”!
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http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/environmental-reporting/new-
zealand%E2%80%99s-land-glance-our-land-2018

http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/environmental-reporting/new-zealand%E2%80%99s-land-glance-our-land-2018


Soil functions: Trade-offs

From: Foley et al. (2005)



Soil functions: The challenge
Managing soil functions such that there is a balance at landscape level !! 
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So, How are we doing?





Example: Land Degradation Neutrality



Example: Land Degradation Neutrality

Goal 15 - urges countries to “Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of 

terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and 
reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss”

Target 15.3 - the target championed by UNCCD: “By 2030, combat 

desertification, restore degraded land and soil, including land affected by 
desertification, drought and floods, and strive to achieve a land degradation-neutral 
world”.



Example: Land Degradation Neutrality

LDN = “a state whereby the amount and quality of land resources necessary to support 
ecosystem functions and services and enhance food security remain stable or increase 
within specified temporal and spatial scales and ecosystems”.



Example: Land Degradation Neutrality

Suggested framework for monitoring and reporting:

Data sources:

Remote sensing,
e.g. MODIS NDVI 
NPP, GlobeLand30m-
2000

e.g. WOCAT From local into 
(yourself!) to 
global info (e.g. 
ISRIC)



Soil threats

source: FAO, http://www.fao.org/3/a-mn997e.pdf

http://www.fao.org/3/a-mn997e.pdf


Sustainable land & soil management
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Gwen Grelet
Industrial to Regenerative Agriculture

































Visioning

• Facilitated discussion (Nick Kirk)

• Ecological/biophysical/resource goals

• Floor discussion reported on white board

• & written up on post-it notes



Landing points – Back-casting; 
defining & designing transitions to fit 

people’s comfort zone; Research 
opportunities

Facilitated Discussion

Floor Discussion reported on White 
Board and written on post-it notes



OUTCOMES – FIRST NIGHT (ECOLOGY) WHITEBOARD 
NOTES (black type is directly from board, green is 

CDM supplementary comment)
• HEALTHY PROCEDURE OUTCOMES/SOS
• DIVERSE LANDSCAPES
• HUMAN ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT – and associated domestic animals
• REWILDING OF FERTILE Landcare Research CROP VS ANIMAL PRODUCTION
• GREENING CITIES – JUNGLE – CROPS + BIODIVERSITY
• POPULATION – limits/carrying capacity
• PLANET WILL HAVE TO SUPPORT 10-11 BILLION PEOPLE
• PROBLEM IN CONSUMPTION
• VEGAN/VEGETARIAN VS REDUCEVARIAN
• SELF SUFFICIENT – BASIC NEEDS
• NZ CAN FEED ITSELF – but maybe no surplus for export, to pay for imports?
• RESPECT FOR OTHER LIVING CREATURES – LANGUAGE OF seeing everything as a 

“RESOURCE” for consumption or to make money from – ENDEMIC/INDIGENOUS
• EARTH other word for soil
• REGENERATIVE AGRICULTURE – REGENERATING soils, productive capacity, water
• RATIONAL MIND vs ORGANIC MIND
• ALTERNATIVE WORLD VIEWS: INDIGENOUS peoples
• URBAN SPRAWL ONTO TOP QUALITY (VERSATILE) soils
• KNOWLEDGE/WISDOM
• TRADING LIVING DENSITY FOR PERSONAL SPACE

• [continued over]



continued
• LOCAL WORKING + LIVING/SHARING RESOURCES vs individual resources
• COMMUNITY OWNED resources/utilities
• NATIONAL + LOCAL 100 YEAR PLANS, GOVERNMENT
• EDUCATION = CONNECTING TO PRODUCTION – TRANSPARENT RESOURCE USE OF 

PRODUCTS – SHARE
• EFFECTS OF ELECTRICITY/RADIATION
• (CHRISTCHURCH) INNER CITY – GREEN ZONE – GROWING
• GRASS ROOTs ACTIONS: POWER STRUCTURES DO THEY HAVE A LIMITED 

TOLERANCE TO COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT? AND WHAT ACTION WILL THEY 
TAKE TO MAINTAIN POWER?

• DEVELOPMENT OF COLLECTIVE WILL TO CHANGE
• DON’T LET A GOOD CRISIS GO TO WASTE – IS THIS THE BIG ONE
• WE ARE A CRISIS MANAGEMENT SPECIES
• PEOPLE ONLY TAKE NOTICE OF PETROL ONCE ABOVE 10$/l AND BAD WEATHER 

EVENTS
• NO ONE LISTENS TO SCIENTISTS; IS it THEIR MESSAGING?
• RAISING ECOLOGICAL LITERACY OF PUBLIC
• CRI/HEALTH SCIENTISTS (not) ALLOWED TO SPEAK/WRITE WITHOUT APPROVAL 

REQUIRED (cf MIKE JOY)
• RETURN TO HUMANISM – RESPECT EACH OTHER
• CHARTER RIGHTS vs DUTIES
• ENABLE FUTURE GENERATIONS + NATURE/OTHER VOICES TO BE HEARD
• SOCIAL EQUITY
• POWER
• TREATY OF WAITANGI
• BASIC BUSINESS PARADIGM



Landing points - Research opportunities -
designing transitions to fit people’s comfort zone

• Reuse Repair Recycle
• Transition towns; Transitions/Stepping stones/empowerment/hope/resources
• Practical tools - impact (C footprint) of changing different things in life
• Practical models (Edward Mitchell) – demonstrations; role models; political allies and champions 
• Biophilic Cities - http://biophiliccities.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Coffman-Preprint.pdf
• Veganism???
• Harvey Locke & EO Wilson proposed 50% of planet should be wild?
• Too many pets – 1 large dog (and 5-9 cats) equivalent to an SUV
• Joined-up thinking; ecology, history & culture in design (legibility)
• Sustainable Aotearoa – Strong Sustainability - https://www.facebook.com/SANZ-Sustainable-

Aotearoa-New-Zealand-1462909530621690/
• Small is beautiful
• What can the west  cut back on; what is reasonable carrying capacity that allows us to share with 

each other and with the other creatures on the planet?  What are implications for population and 
migration

• What technologies are there for regeneration and life-affirming global culture; relationship to 
kaitiakitanga

• Ecological Literacy - Messaging
– Understanding biodiversity, material cycling, decomposition, energy flows, foodwebs, succession, trends, 

capacity, limits, human dominance and impact
– Biomimicry – going with the flow, copying nature
– The role of biodiversity in place-making and well-being (a sense of history and identity)
– Medical Professionals are generally accepted as promoting preventative measures to maintain public health; 

ecology now has to advocate for the health of the planet – the stakes are high

http://biophiliccities.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Coffman-Preprint.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/SANZ-Sustainable-Aotearoa-New-Zealand-1462909530621690/


?

2015 !



The inner green shading represents the proposed safe operating space for nine planetary 
systems. The red wedges represent an estimate of the current position for each variable. The 
boundaries in three systems (rate of biodiversity loss, climate change and human 
interference with the nitrogen cycle), have already been exceeded.





Personally effective ways to reduce Carbon Footprint



Jacinda Ardern's intricately-interlocked ministry is in place. The BIMs have been delivered. 
One will likely open a door to a wide new space Ardern will want to drive into.
https://www.odt.co.nz/opinion/opportunity-ardern-over-wellbeing

A BIM is officials' ''briefing to the incoming minister''. In 2014 ministers heavily redacted many, which reflected badly 
on officials' supposed party-political independence. Earlier this year officials briefed ministers on Winston Peters' 
superannuation.
Thus, some officials fear the new ministers will be more wary of them than after previous changes of government.
More on that in a future column. Of high potential long-term interest in this crop of BIMs is what the Treasury is 
telling Grant Robertson about ''wellbeing economics'', a way of assessing overall wellbeing devised by Amartya Sen 
and developed here by Lincoln University's Paul Dalziel.
For eight decades ministers have obsessed about gross domestic product (GDP), the output of market goods and 
services - ''stuff''. GDP builds or runs down financial and physical capital.
Comprehensive prosperity - what makes for a good life, or wellbeing - is much more than ''stuff''. It includes many 
domains of life and encompasses at least three more ''capitals'': natural, social and human.
While New Zealand is down the OECD pack in GDP per capita, when measured on those wider domains, as people 
mostly do in assessing their personal prosperity, we come out near or at the top of the world.
To stay up there the stocks of those other capitals and the flows of wellbeing benefits from them need to grow.
In 2015 the Treasury's chief economist, Girol Karacaoglu, injected wellbeing into its ''living standards framework''. 
Now head of Victoria University's School of Government, Karacaoglu has appointed leading economist and former 
Reserve Bank chairman Arthur Grimes to a chair in wellbeing economics.
The Treasury featured wellbeing prominently in its latest long-term fiscal statement last November. Now it aims to 
have a first stab at valuing natural, social and human capital in its four-yearly investment statement next March.
This is not straightforward.
Unlike physical and financial capital, measuring the capital value of and benefits from natural resources is very 
difficult - and some greens think putting a dollar figure on them diminishes their intrinsic value.

https://www.odt.co.nz/opinion/opportunity-ardern-over-wellbeing


Social capital can include the likes of trust, the rule of law, co-operation and connections and institutions. Human 
capital can include skills, competencies and physical and mental health status. (The Treasury has been mulling a 
''health working group'' to address gaps left by Jonathan Coleman. Departments' external science advisers laid the 
basis for the mental health programme earlier this year.)
Measurement gets even more difficult when it is recognised that wellbeing can include the likes of security and safety, 
freedom, community, work-life balance and life satisfaction.
To do the measurements will probably need recourse to proxies - but, then, the Reserve Bank's inflation target is a 
proxy for money supply, which was Milton Friedman's original focus.
In short, getting a grip on those other capitals will likely take a long time.
But put it in the context of a new, younger government.
First, it turns on its head the Bill English formula that when the economy - making and selling goods and services - does 
well there is money to tend the environment and social ills - many, ironically, caused or worsened by a tight GDP focus.
Second, Ardern and Robertson are aware of the Treasury's work and the Greens have long pushed ''ecological 
economics'', which focuses on changes in natural capital.
Wellbeing economics fits the new ministers' notion that the economy, while a big part of life, is a subset and servant of 
society and dependent on natural resources. It fits Ardern's aim to widen social policy targets far beyond English's and 
embed them in the Public Finance Act.
In that context, the Treasury wellbeing initiative has echoes of its early 1980s importation of Friedmanite market 
economics which laid the basis for the post-1984, radical deregulation of the economy (and much else) by David 
Lange's Labour government.
Echoes are not songsheets. Ardern and Robertson and even Shaw present more as reformers than revolutionaries.
But wellbeing economics is not a tweak of the present settings. If it works, it would be a deep change of policy 
approach, from social sticking plasters to holistic treatment.
So if, as senior ministers intend, Ardern's Government heads down the wellbeing track and does so with a measured 
tread that doesn't frighten too many horses at any one point and so stays in office, we might by the mid-2020s be 
looking back on a major policy transformation.
Most key ministers are of a new, well-past-baby-boom generation and New Zealand has a history of big policy shifts 
after long periods of stasis or modest change.
This conceivably could be another, if wellbeing economics can be made to work. That's Ardern's biggest opportunity.
-Colin James is a leading social and political commentator. ColinJames@synapsis.co.nz

mailto:ColinJames@synapsis.co.nz


Preservation Progress vs Needs

• Action is urgently need, say scientists. This point was acknowledged in 2010 at a 
major international conference in Japan, where governments agreed to establish a 
network of reserves and protected seas that would, by 2020, cover 17% of Earth’s 
land surface and 10% of our oceans.

• “With more than two years to go, we now have about 15% of land protected and 
about 7% of oceans,” said one of the London conference’s organisers, Mike 
Hoffman, of the Zoological Society of London.

• Harvey Locke, whose organisation, Nature Needs Half, takes a far bolder approach 
and campaigns for the preservation of fully 50% of our planet for wildlife by 2050.

• “That may seem a lot – if you think the world is a just a place for humans to 
exploit,” Locke told the Observer. “But if you recognise the world as one that we 
share with wildlife, letting it have half of the Earth does not seem that much.”

• The idea is supported by E O Wilson, the distinguished Harvard biologist, in his 
most recent book, Half Earth.

• “London, for example, is a surprisingly green city,” he said. “You would only need 
to plant on a relatively small amount of extra land to make half its surface green. 
That would have important ecological effects, but it would also have an important 
symbolic effect and help raise awareness of the issues we face.”

• Citizens of greener cities would be far more likely to engage with nature concerns 
and would be far more likely to extend their awareness to wildlife elsewhere in 
the world – to narwhals or turtles or to other threatened species, said Raven-
Ellison.

https://natureneedshalf.org/
https://www.guardianbookshop.com/half-earth-492687.html






Appendices & Reference Materials
Note the “looming disasters” sections 

are so-called ‘kitchen table’ 
conversation modules from The Great 

Transitions Initiative



Looming Disasters
Why citizen responsibility is essential

The Earth is vast
It is our Home

The Great Transition Initiative
www.InspiringTransition.net

This is a Great Transition Initiative communication tool (Kitchen Table Conversations 
modules) to quickly bring people to a sense that humanity is in an existential 
emergency through global warming, toxins in the food chain, threat of nuclear war… 
and, profoundly, citizen ignorance.  Andrew Gaines - www.InspiringTransition.net

http://www.inspiringtransition.net/
http://www.inspiringtransition.net/


Looming Disasters
• This is a Great Transition Initiative communication tool to quickly bring people 

to a sense that humanity is in an existential emergency through global 
warming, toxins in the food chain, threat of nuclear war… and, profoundly, 
citizen ignorance. 

• Each page presents a variety of threats. They are meant be shown and 
discussed with people one by one. The point is not to ‘present information’. 
The point is to make people acutely aware of the realities of humankind’s 
current trajectory, with a view to moving people to get off their ass and 
become citizen activists.

• So use as many – or as few – of the pages as makes sense to you. The order is 
not fixed.

• This is not meant to be a complete catalogue of adverse environmental and 
social trends. Its purpose is simply to wake people up to ‘Hey – get a lot of 
stuff is going on, we had better do something about it.’ The rest of the Kitchen 
Table Conversations modules are a natural follow-on.

• Science writer Julian Cribb’s Surviving the 21st Century is far more in-depth. It 
powerfully presents the case that indeed we are in an existential emergency 
with a vanishingly short time frame to turn things around. I encourage you to 
read it, and to encourage people you talk with to read it.

• Andrew Gaines
The Great Transition Initiative
www.InspiringTransition.net

http://www.inspiringtransition.net/


Ocean acidification, … 
Carbon dioxide from burning fossil fuel makes the oceans more acid. 
When the pH gets too acid, large fish failed to reproduce, and the tiny 
microorganisms of the bottom of the food chain fail to form their 
shells properly. Currently the ocean is 30% more acidic than its was, 
and we are on track to lose the entire oceanic food chain. Jellyfish, 
including poisonous ones, will take over the sea, and the millions of 
people who depend on seafood for their primary diet will starve.



… overfishing & plastics
• Overfishing 
• Bluefin tuna stocks are down by 90% from former 

levels. Some fisheries, such as the North Atlantic cod 
fisheries, have collapsed. Others are well-managed, 
and some are precarious. 

• Plastics 
• There are massive garbage dumps of plastics in the 

ocean. They get in to sea life and birds. Fine plastic 
particles get into the food chain − and into us.



Climate mayhem: fires, floods, hurricanes … & blizzards
Heatwaves and humidity could make some 
Australian cities virtually ‘uninhabitable’
• Centuries-old heatwave records have been 

shattered all over Australia as cities from Hobart 
to Sydney have been hit by prolonged stretches of 
temperature far above normal. Coming 55°C 
temperatures will make some Australia cities 
uninhabitable.

Across the planet we have
• … increasing severity of forest fires, droughts and 

hurricanes − and this is only the beginning as the 
planet continues to heat up.

Some scientists fear a ‘methane burp’
• … with 50 million tons of methane
suddenly ejected into the atmosphere.
The protective permafrost over massive
methane/ice deposits is thawing.



Industrial toxins in our food chain
Toxins are in our food
• … our water, the air we breathe, the furnishings and materials of our homes, vehicles, schools and 

workplaces, in wildlife, the oceans, in our bodies and even, now, in our genes. Medical evidence that toxins 
are damaging human intelligence, gender, reproduction and health is mounting. 

• Researchers have discovered toxic man-made substances at the peak of Everest, where fresh snow is too 
polluted to drink, and in the ocean deeps, where squid over a thousand fathoms down have been found to 
be contaminated with cancer-causing chemicals from domestic furnishings. Heavily polluted waters now 
underlie the world’s great cities, and are used for domestic water supplies.

• The average person nowadays is a walking contamination site: citizens of advanced societies typically carry 
several hundred industrial chemicals in their body tissues, blood or bones. Some of these are known 
carcinogens; many others have not yet been tested. 

• But we do know that cancer rates are going up, and occurring in more young people than ever before.



The sixth great extinction

As we humans convert more of the Earth’s surface to our use
• … we reduce the land available to other species so much that they die. They simply 

do not have enough to live on. And of course pesticides and actively hunting 
animals makes it worse.

• On current trends, by 2026 all the large mammals in the wild will be gone… unless 
we make drastic changes.

Pollinators
• You may be aware that the loss of bees is a worldwide phenomenon.  And it’s not 

just bees. Birds, bats, beetles, moths, butterflies and other creatures that carry the 
pollen necessary for fertilizing over three quarters of the world’s main food crops 
and 90% of wild flowering plants are declining. Pesticides are a primary cause, with 
habitat loss and climate change as additional factors.

• New study suggests insect populations have declined by 75% over 3 decades
October, 2017

When our life support system goes, we go [danger of Pandemics]









New Zealand: 2nd May

• A country’s overshoot day is the date on which Earth 
Overshoot Day would fall if all of humanity consumed like 
the people in this country.

• E.g., Switzerland, using the latest data available (for 2013):
– The Ecological Footprint in Switzerland is 5.28 gha per person
– Global biocapacity is 1.71 gha per person.

• Therefore, it would take (5.28/ 1.71) = 3.1 Earths if 
everyone lived like the Swiss, OR

• we can determine Switzerland’s overshoot day as 365 * 
(1.71/ 5.28) = 118th day in the year. The 118th day is the 
28th of April, the Swiss overshoot day (in 2013).



Elephants in the Room
we just can’t avoid

• Carrying capacity at what material standard of living

• Reduction due to climate change, SLR, loss of soil

• Engaging with the world on humane solutions

• Immigration & birth rates

• Property rights – equity, planning

• Growth economics -> steady state economics

• Is technology, driverless cars, AI & IOT more than a 
partial answer

• Exploring non/less- material values – place-
making/identity, inclusiveness, ecological literacy

• Psychological needs created by hormones & adrenalin 
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These two books orient us as to why we need to 
change at emergency speed, and highlight what would 
be involved in a life affirming global culture.

A New Way Now by Liz Elliott
This is one of the best descriptions of a positive future 
available. It integrates deep insights into economics, 
environmental issues and social well-being.

Surviving the 21st Century by Julian Cribb
This book draws on massive research to bring us 
face-to-face with the all-too-real possibility of the 
extinction of the human species within a 
shockingly short time frame. Humanity is in an 
existential emergency.



Other Materials

• GTI (The Great Transition Initiative) - http://www.inspiringtransition.net/
• OVTRK – SOC http://onevoicetereokotahi.blogspot.com.au/p/about-one-

voice-te-reo-kotahi.html
• https://democracycollaborative.org/
• Sue Bradford (Economic & Social Research Aotearoa) -

https://www.esra.nz/ ; http://hdl.handle.net/10292/7435 (Sue Bradford’s 
thesis)

• Alan Mark et al. ‘Wise Response’ - http://wiseresponse.org.nz/
• Ecostore
• Living the Change
• A manifesto – series of steps to take us from now to the future
• Science is a self-correcting/error-correcting system
• Native bush keeps asthma at bay - study

https://www.radionz.co.nz/news/national/356841/native-bush-keeps-
asthma-at-bay-study
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The Great Transition Initiative
• … is a vehicle for inspiring thousands of groups to 

act as citizen educators championing a life-
affirming global culture

• http://www.inspiringtransition.net/

http://www.inspiringtransition.net/


The Earth Charter is probably the best and most 
comprehensive currently-available set of basic 

values to provide an ethical foundation for a 21st

Century mindset. 

“We must join together to bring forth a sustainable global 
society founded on respect for nature, universal human 

rights, economic justice, and a culture of peace.”

www.earthcharter.org

http://www.earthcharter.org/
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